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Abstract: We investigate the iron Kα fluorescent line produced by hard X-ray photons from magnetic reconnection-heated corona.  The hot corona with temperature being about 109K can irradiate the underlying 
disk with a continuum X-ray spectrum produced via thermal Comptonization.  Then the iron atoms in the disk photoelectrically absorb X-ray photons and radiate Kα line photons.  We adopt the realistic corona 
model constructed by Liu et al. in which the corona is heated by magnetic energy released through the reconnection of magnetic flux loops and which has no free parameter.  We find the local emmisivity of iron line 
on the disk is approximated as F(r)∝r -5. The profile derived from this model gives an excellent fit to the observational data of MCG-6-30-15 with the profile derived theoretically for i～30°.

§1. Introduction

Iron Kα line profile in AGN spectra
One of the most useful probe of 
the vicinity of the black hole

Example: MCG-6-30-15 (Tanaka et al. 1995)

X-ray illumination + accretion disk(～106K)

Where and how do those fluorescent line photons originate?

The physics of X-ray illumination had been rarely investigated.

Previous approachesPrevious approaches

…

(i)  point-like X-ray source Iron line photon

(ii)  power-law line emissivity on the disk

e.g.  Fabian et al.(1989)

qr −∝εline profiles with

In order to get information around the black hole from iron line profile, one 
should construct more realistic X-ray source model.

§2. The Disk-Corona Model

Liu et al. 2002, ApJ, 572, L173; Liu et al. 2003, ApJ, 587, 571

X-ray source in AGN
＝inverse Compton scattering of soft photons in corona

Magnetic reconnectionMagnetic reconnection--heated coronaheated corona

How can corona be heated up to such high temperature?

Magnetic loops

disk

Magnetic 
reconnection Magnetic flux loops generated 

in the disk emerge into corona, 
and reconnect with other loops.

§3. Computations and Results

disk

corona
X-ray 
photon

power-law indices of continuum X-ray 
spectrum (Γ~2) 

T～ 109 K,  n～ 109 cm-3 soft 
photon

We perform Monte-Carlo simulation of Compton scattering in the 
corona, compute the X-ray illumination spectrum, and derive iron line 
emissivity distribution on the disk.
(We use the results of George and Fabian (1991) in calculating iron 
line flux from the disk.)

Iron line emissivity profiles for
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ε∝r –5 (steep)
…centrally concentrated illumination

Excellent fit to the observational Excellent fit to the observational 
data of MCGdata of MCG--66--3030--15!!15!!

• Computation of line profiles: ray-tracing (Luminet
1979)

observer’s 
screen

light path

light bending
Doppler effects
gravitational redshifts

are taken into account in the calculation.

Result
inclination: 
30.9°

※Schwarzschild BH
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e.g. Reynolds & Begelman (1997)

magnetic reconnection heating = Compton cooling

conduction heating = evaporation cooling
With a disk model (Shakura & 
Sunyaev 1973), coronal properties 
are determined without free 
parameters. Liu, Mineshige and Ohsuga (2003)
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• Equipartition of gas energy and magnetic energy in the disk

• Energy balance in the corona

• Energy balance at the bottom of the flux tube

Iron line profile from XMM-Newton observations in 2001 
and the best-fit theoretical profile

Equivalent width of iron line as a function 
of inclination angle

(cosmic abundance is assumed)

Estimation by Tanaka et al. 1995

~ 250-400eV >> ~70eV (our result)

§4. Discussion

• How could such a steep emissivity profile as ~r-5 be derived?
…The coronal temperature and density increase inward, so the Compton y 
parameter also increases inward.
-> The resulting spectrum gets flatter in the inner region.
-> The fraction of photons with energy higher than iron K edge increases 
inward.
In order to explain the steepness of the emissivity profile, we do not 
need to require the exotic physics such as Blandford-Znajek process.
• EW evaluated from our model is much lower than that estimated from 
observational data (i.e. we can fit the theoretical line profile with observation 
but fail to fit its absolute strength).
… Overabundance?  Nontrivial geometry of disk-corona?
• Time dependence is naturally expected in this framework.
… Magnetic energy dissipation is likely to occur sporadically (as solar flares).
… The formation of coronal blobs is also likely.
… By taking into account moving blob-like corona or magnetic flares, we can 
explain the puzzling spectral variability found in MCG-6-30-15.
MHD simulation of the disk-corona and radiation transfer is required.


